Low voltage downlight wiring diagram

Last Updated: January 27, References. This article was co-authored by Barry Zakar. With over
ten years of experience, Barry specializes in a variety of carpentry projects. He is skilled at
constructing decks, railings, fences, gates, and various pieces of furniture. Kennedy University.
This article has been viewed 64, times. Low voltage lighting systems are immensely popular for
decorative outdoor applications. They are ideal for installing small lanterns along a garden path,
task lighting around a patio, or accent lighting around a favorite landscaping feature. Low
voltage setups are energy-efficient, flexible, safe, and very easy to install yourself. If you are
considering adding lighting to your outdoor area, you need to learn how to install low voltage
lighting. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of Make sure you have an outlet available. Most
single family homes will have several outdoor power outlets installed. If you don't have an
outdoor outlet, you will need to have an electrician install one. Think about the layout of the
lighting. It is important to plan ahead when installing low voltage lighting so that you can avoid
any potential problems, especially with the setup. Make a plan for where you want the lights to
go and think about what kinds and lengths of connecting wires you'll need a head of time so
that you can purchase the right materials and ensure your project will go smoothly. This step is
important to help determine how much cord and what capacity transformer you'll need to buy.
Draw the layout of the lights on paper, and take measurements outdoors to determine how
much wire you'll need. Lights can be installed in several different configurations. Pick an outlet
that is out of view, if possible. The transformer will plug directly into the outlet, so it can be
quite an eyesore. Try to pick an outlet that is on the side of the house or hidden by shrubbery.
Depending on what kind of transformer you use, some must be mounted on the wall as well as
plugged into the outlet. So keep this in mind as well. Part 2 of Choose a transformer. A
transformer is a small device that converts the high voltage power V or V, depending on your
location from your electric main to a lower voltage usually 12 volts. There are many different
varieties, so it is important to do your research. Some transformers have sensors that detect
sunlight so that they automatically come on at dusk. However, many people have complained
[1] X Research source that the light sensors activate even when the sun goes behind a tree or
cloud. So if you have many trees in your yard, you might want to consider getting a transformer
where you manually set the time it will come on each evening. Consider the features you need
in a transformer. There are several things to consider when selecting a transformer. Make sure
to buy a transformer that can handle the lighting load you need it to. A transformer will be rated
at a certain wattage; make sure that the wattage of your transformer exceeds the sum of the
wattages of all your lights. Consider what kind of power switches the transformer has. Some
transformers will have built-in timing switches to help you create a schedule for the lights to
turn on and off. Others will have a photo cell that can determine whether it is dark enough out to
cycle the lights on. Make sure to get a transformer that fits your needs. Install the transformer.
Transformers are installed simply by plugging them into your outdoor outlet, though some
larger ones must be mounted on the wall. Part 3 of Consider what kind of electric cable to use.
Cables used in installing landscape lighting is typically buried underground. The cable runs
from the transformer to each light fixture to give them power. The lower the gauge number is,
the thicker the wire will be. Thicker wires have higher capacities for voltage. Check with the
manufacturer of your specific transformer to determine which gauge to use. Choose your lights.
Low voltage lighting can include several different types of lighting. It is important to choose the
type that works best for your project. Accent fixtures are the smaller, less obvious types of
lights that include floodlights, spotlights, etc. Usually, this type of lighting is used to illuminate
trees, plants, flowerbeds, ponds, and other features in your landscape. They are often more
decorative than accent fixtures as they are designed to be seen. You can use them to line your
driveway, to light up the walkway to your front door, or to shine some light on a pathway in your
backyard. Choose the design of your lighting method. There are several different ways to
design the way the cables run from the transformer to the fixtures. The design you choose
depends on the outcome you want. You can wire the lights in a straight run from the
transformer. This means that there is a single length of wire running from the transformer to
each of the lights in sequence. Another option is to wire the lights in a loop, with the wire
returning to the transformer. This helps reduce the power dropping off at long distances from
the transformer, which keeps distant lights from dimming. You can also install multiple straight

runs from the same transformer. Keeping the lights closer to the transformer will help eliminate
the voltage drop that occurs when lights are further away. Part 4 of Lay out your lighting setup
outside. Once you have determined a layout, set each light fixture on the ground where it will be
installed. Run the cable above ground in the location where it be installed. Wire the lighting
system. Attach the wire to each light fixture; many low voltage light fixtures use quick
connectors to make this process simple. Then, attach the wire to the transformer's terminal
screws. Before plugging the transformer in, dig a 3-inch 7. Plug the transformer in. Position the
light fixtures. Once the whole setup has been wired completely, position and mount each light
according to the manufacturer's directions. Do I need to run new wires, or can I use the existing
ones? Hamza Hassan. You can use the existing wires, but be aware that after a long time, the
wires will be stiff and coated in dirt. When installing lights, clean the cable of dirt and use pliers
to make the connection. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2. It doesn't need direct sunlight, but
sufficient sunlight, at least most of the day. They will still recharge on a cloudy day. You can
connect multiple fixtures in parallel to the same terminal posts, as long as the total load of the
fixtures in Watt doesn't exceed the transformer capacity also in Watt. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0.
How do I connect low voltage wires going two different directions from one transformer?
Connect them in parallel. Here is what that means: There will be a cable going in each of the
directions, typically with two wires per cable. Connect one wire from each cable to the same
post on the transformer. Connect the other wire from each cable to the other post on the
transformer. Floodlights are rarely 12V lights. If they are, they'll likely draw high currents. Either
condition would make flood lights unsuitable for typical 12V lighting networks that are typically
used for low-power LED lights. Include your email address to get a message when this question
is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Make sure
to shut off the circuit breaker for the outdoor outlet before wiring the low voltage lights. Helpful
0 Not Helpful 4. Other wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Barry
Zakar. Co-authors: 8. Updated: January 27, Categories: Energy Saving Lighting. Thanks to all
authors for creating a page that has been read 64, times. Did this article help you? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Having trouble sleeping? An expert reveals how to fall and stay asleep. Take
the Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! See how you can fit down light
spots into your ceiling. Understand how to position the spots for best effect and to ensure you
avoid joists and other obstructions. We will show you how to cut into your ceiling and then how
to connect your downlights. If you understand how they are fitted it will be easy to remove or
replace your spots or even change the bulb in your down lighters. Don't want to do this job
yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to you. Having spot lights recessed into your
ceiling is a fantastic way to light a room, especially where it is not practical to have other types
of lighting, such as a pendant light. Pendant lights are not as effective, particularly in
bathrooms or kitchens. Fitting downlights is a job that you can do yourself, however like any
electrical DIY project if you are not totally sure about what you are doing them you should get a
professional electrician to assist you. For more information about electrical safety and what you
are and are not allowed to do yourself, please see our project on Part P of the Building
regulations. If you are simply replacing your spots with something a little more modern or are
up grading to LED lighting then you can jump straight to the 3 stage, as stage 1 and 2 will have
already been done. We explain more at the end of this project about the types of light bulb or
lamp you can choose including the benefits of moving to LED and the impact this might have.
Before you even start your project you do need to confirm that fitting downlighters is not going
to compromise fire safety and the building regulations; the ceiling will slow the spread of a fire
but it will not be as effective if it is peppered with holes for downlights. Positioning your
spotlights is something that needs some careful consideration. The number of lights needed
will depend on the brightness of the lamp or bulb and what you are going to use the space for. It
is typical to have the spots spaced at between 1. The big thing to watch out for is where the joist
or any other obstructions might be. If you cannot get access from above, either from the loft or
by lifting the floor boards, use a stud detector to do this and also to see if there are any pipes or
cables that are going to cause you problems. Joists will be should be! Mark the ceiling at the
centre of each spot. When you are happy with the positioning you are ready for the next step.
Once you know where each downlighter will be fitted, then you should drill a small pilot hole.
Go above the ceiling to confirm that each one will be clear to cut or drill the larger hole for the
down lighter without hitting anything. The light from below should shine through, or you might
need to stick something through so you can see the position of each one. If you can get access
to the ceiling from above you will need to clear the area by sticking a piece of bent wire through

the pilot hole and twisting it around to feel for any unseen obstructions. Typically domestic
downlights use a cut out of 80mm, although there is a huge range from anything from 30mm to
mm and more. Mini downlighters are usually require cut outs in the region of 60mm, and under
cabinet lights are less than 50mm. The other key measurement for fitting is the height as the
space above the ceiling will determine what you can use. Larger lights with larger cut outs will
have a greater height. Under cabinet downlights are often designed to be surface mounted and
therefore have heights of around 15mm. With so much variety you simply have to check the
design that you want and ensure that the measurements are going to fit in your ceiling. There
will probably be instructions with the downlighters kits that you buy so you should follow these.
Often there is a template to mark out the size of the circle you need to cut out, however if not
you can either draw the right size with a compass and pencil or use the correct sized hole saw
guided by your pilot hole. Top Tip: Often you will have yet to have plastered the ceiling, so
drawing on it is no problem as the plaster will cover the mark you make. Once the holes are
marked you are ready to cut them out; you can do this by had using a Plasterboard or Pad Saw
or you could use a hole saw. You can find a range of hole saws here. Top Tip: Use a cheap or
old hole saw as drilling into plasterboard is not good for them. A good idea to use a
dust-catcher when drilling holes above your head. It both saves dust going in your eyes and
onto the floor. The next step is to wire in the lights. Remember the safety aspects of working
with electricity and ensure that the circuit is isolated; test and double test that it is not live
before you start. Downlights are wired on radial circuits which mean that they are all in a line.
You will need to run the appropriate cable from the switch or ceiling rose to the first light, and
then cable will be run on to the next light and so on until the last light in the circuit. For more
information about how to wire the lights see our project on wiring lighting circuits. Use a
connector chocbox to connect the wiring for the lights as this is generally the easiest way to
connect cables. At this point you will have the connected downlights hanging from the ceiling.
All the remains is insert the light into place. Generally there are springs on the side of the light
unit which is going to be recessed into the ceiling. Squeeze these in so that the light can be
pushed up into the hole that you have cut out. As the light slides into the hole, the wire catches
will catch on the ceiling and force out the springs so that they push down on the upper side of
the ceiling boards holding the light unit in place. There are a number of things to consider when
selecting downlights. It used to be popular to use 12 V lights in kitchens and bathrooms
because they offered a better light and also had the benefit of being lower voltage, however they
need a transformer to step the voltage down which will get hot so needs to be ventilated. With
the advent of LED lights, there is no need to go for 12 volt lights as LEDs come in all the
different light intensities and colours you could want and have dimmable versions, so there is
no real benefit to using 12 Volt anymore. It is less complicated to simply stick with Volt. They
also get hot so consideration needs to be given to ventilation. They are a little more expensive,
but well worth the extra cost. For us it is LEDs everytime. As we mentioned above, the ceiling is
an important fire barrier to slow the spread of a fire to upper floors. Peppering this with holes
will not help, so you should fill these holes with fire rated lights and in many cases the
regulations will ensure you have to â€” see more information in the Building Regulations
Approved Document B all about fire safety. You must consider the safety zones in bathroom
where the lights are going to be fitted which you can find all about here as you will need to use
IP rated lights in these zones. You need to ensure that you are using the right IP rated light in
the zone you are planning to have the lights fitted. There are acoustic rated downlights which
you can consider using if there is a problem with noise from the floor above. Integrated
downlights are lights where the blub is fitted inside them and cannot be removed â€” integrated.
Because LED bulbs have such a long life it is considered that they will outlast the life of the
lightitself, or at least provide sufficient life. With standard downlighters you can change the bulb
as normal. Which offer more flexibility should you need to, or if you want to change to a
different tone light. The big danger is that if one light fails and you cannot get a matching
replacement, if the model has been discontinued for example which might well happen in the
long life of these lights , then you have to replace the whole lot if you want them to match.
Fitting, replacing or adding downlighters to your ceiling is a job that can easily be done
yourself. All project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and
industry expert in building technology. Find a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It Buffer.
Project Menu Project Menu. Fitting Down Light Spots There are really only 4 steps to fitting
ceiling spots: Positioning the downlights Fitting the downlights into ceiling Wiring the lights
Inserting the down light unit. Position the down-lights to cast light one work surfaces â€” Image
courtesy of Ablelectrics The number of lights needed will depend on the brightness of the lamp
or bulb and what you are going to use the space for. There are three key dimensions that you
need to make a note of for fitting your lights: Cut out â€” this is the size of the hole you need to

cut in the ceiling to insert the light. This dimension is normally provided on the box containing
the light Height â€” this is the height of the lighting unit; there are low profile lights if you have
limited space in your ceiling Overall Diameter â€” OS this is the size of the light that will be
visible on the ceiling The key measurements for a downlight Typically domestic downlights use
a cut out of 80mm, although there is a huge range from anything from 30mm to mm and more.
Now you will have your holes it is time to connect up the electrics. Cables laid ready to connect
the downlights â€” Image Courtesy of Fuseservice Use a connector chocbox to connect the
wiring for the lights as this is generally the easiest way to connect cables. A Chocbox can be
used to connect any cables At this point you will have the connected downlights hanging from
the ceiling. The Downlight connected and ready to be inserted into the ceiling Inserting
Downlights into your Ceiling This is the easy bit! Inserting a recessed downlight As the light
slides into the hole, the wire catches will catch on the ceiling and force out the springs so that
they push down on the upper side of the ceiling boards holding the light unit in place. Slide the
light unit into the hole you have cut in the ceiling Choosing Your Recessed Down Lights There
are a number of things to consider when selecting downlights. Should the Downlights be Fire
Rated? Back to the Top. Find a Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project
yourself? We work with the industries best to ensure that we recommend only reliable and
trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some
Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name: required. Email Address: required. We read and
respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to do so you will be added to our email list,
however you can unsubscribe at any time using the links at the bottom of any of our emails.
Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions should be posted to our Forum. Footer
DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on
Tumblr. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with
advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Home page for our diagnosis and
repair guide for low voltage electrical wiring typically used to control V home lighting, electrical
receptacles, and other devices. Page top photo: a building low voltage control system switching
building VAC lighting circuits, illustrating the components of a 24VAC low voltage control
system - courtesy of home inspector David Goldstein. The photo at left shows a GE low-voltage
relay box in a residential attic. Photo courtesy of True Tech Electric. Low voltage electrical
wiring was installed in some homes beginning in about 's. This system was popular and was
installed in many homes between a nd , and it continues in use today. The low-voltage wiring
system uses small-gauge copper wires connected to low-voltage switches to switch on and off
relays which in turn control the operation of lights and where desired, electrical receptacles,
and other Volt equipment in homes. A power supply or transformer, often called a "transverter"
is fed V and outputs 28V to the switching system. Pressing the low-voltage switch operates a
relay which in turn switches on or off a V light or other device in the home. The switching relay,
or a group of them, is often located in an electrical box in the building's attic, garage, or
basement. Some of the suggestions and opinions in this article are quoted from or paraphrase
advice offered by that company. But owners of buildings with the original systems installed may
find themselves faced with low-voltage switches, relays, or transformers that no longer operate.
Here we describe replacement switches or relays that can be used to repair older low-voltage
switching systems in buildings or to install new low-voltage control systems to switch lights,
receptacles, motors. Watch out : Owners of such buildings using low-voltage wiring to control
lights or other equipment should be careful to perform any repairs or replacements of
components in low-voltage electrical systems using only the proper devices. A low-voltage
wiring system in buildings may be used to operate line-voltage lights, receptacles, motors, or
other devices. This system is made up of low-voltage switches that operate relays that actually
turn line-voltage on or off to the switched device. Below we describe each of the key
components that make up a low-voltage switching system controlling line-voltage devices. In
this article series we describe low-voltage wiring, controls, and power supplies operating
usually at 24VAC and that in turn are used to control line-voltage devices operating usually at
VAC or VAC. Don't confuse this electrical wiring system with other low-voltage electrical
systems in which everything is operating on low voltage typically 24VAC : the switches,
controls, and the electrical devices themselves. For each of these components we provide links
to detailed articles discussing the installation, diagnosis, repair or use of that component. Even
when we're talking about low voltage wiring systems, invariably the low voltage electrical power
comes first from a line-voltage VAC or VAC source, then is converted to the necessary lower
voltage level. That power source begins at the building's electric meter and main electrical
panel. In addition, although building lights, receptacles, or other line-voltage devices in the
building may be switched on- and off- by low voltage wiring switches and relays, those lights,
receptacles, or other devices themselves may require line voltage to operate. Photo: line

voltage enters the building through an electric meter and is typically fed to a main electrical
panel that in turn provides power to individual VAC or VAC electrical circuits in the building. In
a building whose lights or other devices are controlled by a low-voltage system, one or more of
these VAC electrical circuits will power one or more low voltage transformers that in turn will
provide low voltate 24VAC to operate switches and relays controllilng the building lighting
system. This component feeds electrical power to operate the low voltage switches and relays
in the system. This is the operating voltage and current type used to power the switches and the
relays that they turn on and off. These switches, mounted at the normal height and location in
rooms in the building are used to turn normal Volt building lights, electrical receptacles, or
perhaps other V devices in the building on and off. Because installing individual switches and
their wiring is lower in cost than installing a volt-rated switch and wire in the same location, a
low-voltage-wired home may have multiple switches in multiple locations all controlling the
same light or other device. The switching relays shown below in a low-voltage electrical system
are turned on or off by low voltage wires coming from the switch. Separately, V Amp wires bring
electrical power into the switch, and similar wires are connected between the switch and the
light, electrical outlet, or other V device it is intended to control. The "normal" building electrical
wires, typically 14 gauge for Amp circuits , is used to carry electrical power into and then out of
the low-voltage relay and on to the light, electrical receptacle, or other device that the switch
and relay are intended to control. Lights, receptacles, other. These are the same VAC or VAC
conventional electrical lights, electrical receptacles, or motors found in buildings. In the United
States most electrical lighting and electrical receptacles are wired to carry Volts A. Often the
low voltage switching relays, low voltage transformer, and on occasion other low voltage
building wiring components are collected in one or more control panels such as this Touchplate
Low Voltage Wiring control panel shown below - photo courtesy Doug Ford. This offers the
advantage of permitting the building to continue to use the existing low-voltage wiring that is
already in place between the transformers and switches. This approach should be substantially
less costly and troublesome than attempting to convert all of the switches in the home to V
design - that would require re-wiring those areas in the home with new V wires. One wire is
common, one wire is for turning the relay on, and the last wire is for turning the relay off. One
being the common wire and the other being the switch wire, and because of our single coil
relay, the same button is used to turn the relay on and off. Multi-way switching is supported
since multiple switches can all connect to a single relay that controls a single V device. This will
definitely bring in immediate failure of the system. Painted switch plate covers, cracked covers,
and wall-papered covers all are likely sources of producing a stuck switch. Thin copper wires,
typically 22 gauge when used for controlling low-voltage lighting relays or thermostats, is used
to connect the low-voltage switches to the relays that each switch controls. Low voltage copper
electrical wire is also sold in multi-strand form for greater flexibility, and in other sizes such as
gauge and gauge more-often used for outdoor low-voltage landscape lighting and for
automotive uses. Normal Voltage V wiring: "normal" building electrical wires, typically 14 gauge
for Amp circuits , is used to carry electrical power into and then out of the low-voltage relay and
on to the light, electrical receptacle, or other device that the switch and relay are intended to
control. Don't confuse the wiring requirements for low-voltage-operated switches that operate V
devices lights, receptacles etc with the electrical wiring that powers low-voltage V devices such
as low-voltage downlights described. For controlling the low-voltage-operated switching relays
that in turn operate V devices in buildings lights, receptacles , very thin copper wires, typically
22 gauge, is used to connect the low-voltage switches to the relays that each switch controls. In
contrast, Lucifer Lighting and others point out that when selecting an electrical wire conductor
size for the low-voltage devices such as downlights used indoors or outside, the wire needs to
be chosen based also on the distance between the light fixture and the low voltage transformer.
Lucifer's installation instructions for downlights provides this helpful table of wire lengths and
size requirements for low voltage wiring based on distance between the fixture and the
transformer:[14]. I am looking at buying a small cabin with 14 gauge v wire already run. If I
wanted a low voltage system, can I use the existing wire or is it too big? It's always perfectly
safe to use a larger wire then the current or amperage would require as long as you can make
mechanically sound electrical connections. It has lower resistance than a smaller diameter wire.
The only problem you may encounter is in making connections to some low voltage equipment the connectors may only accept a smaller gauge wire. In that case what you do is use a twist-on
connector to connect a short pigtail of small diameter wire to make the final connection. Only if
necessary. Watch out : Take great care however that there's no mixing between or volt and low
voltage wiring connections. If there is higher voltage wiring anywhere in the building, you need
to be sure that there's no way it can accidentally be connected to the network of wires that are
in your low voltage system. I mention it because people may be confused in the future when

they see the larger gauge wire used in a low voltage systems. If the camera works at all during
the installation procedure I doubt there's a voltage problem; More likley we've tripped over one
of the installation steps. For some cams we needed to first set it up by direct connection to a
laptop USB port; Newer cams, I've found, can be darn hard to set up with a computer but are a
piece of cake easy to set up using the smartphone app for the camera. Try that. Sorry that sent
before I was done. Could the low-voltage be the reason,my security camera won't connect to the
net? Hi, I have a new security camera, wired to an old light fixture. My house was built in I
understand that the voltage going to light switches then, was of a lower voltage could that be
the reason my security cameracannot. Michael Thanks for a helpful question. Short answer:
either relay will work if the relay itself is good. When the original is a 1HP? An easy low Tech
pair of test steps would be to First swap the switch for a known good one and if that makes no
change swap the relay for one from a circuit that's working. That's a pair of test you can do with
no test equipment at all. I have an older low voltage system in my home built in One of the
switches will turn turn outside flood lights on but not off. All other switches operate properly in
the house. Bad switch or relay? How do I test? You want to find the first electrical receptacle
ins-dream of ones that are dead because that's likely to be where you have a broken connector.
I have the old low voltage system. Problem is I have 6 v outlets not working. Lights and light
switches do work. I checked each outlet and all the circuit breakers. Found nothing wrong. Not
sure what to check or do next. If light works but outlet doesnt where do I go or check next? If
relay is bad could the light switch still work but not the outlet? On by mod - How do I trouble
shoot low voltage to the lights i. Coy In essence, follow the wires. If the problem is a switch then
jumping the switch wires will turn the lights on. If the problem is a relay, swapping one from
lights that work can confirm that was the issue. Watch out: if you're not familiar and trained in
electrical work you could be shocked or killed, especially at the line voltage connections and
wires. How do I trouble shoot low voltage to the lights in bathroom , bed room and bathroom.
Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments
box below and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be
delayed: if your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it
might be a web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator.
Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is
loading comments David Goldstein - contributor and technical review. Paul, Minnesota Tel:
Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection
education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building
owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at
the back of the volume. Maximum wire length distance from Transformer in feet. Downlights and
recessed spotlights are now becoming increasingly popular. Fitting these lamps is not too
difficult and they can often make a room look very smart. These types of lights are available in
mains voltage v or Low voltage normally 12v the low voltage ones will require a transformer and
you may need several transformers depending on the total amount of lamps on the circuit.
Please bear in mind that low voltage downlighters are not energy saving lamps, you need low
wattage lamps to save energy. All electrical pages are for information only! Before fitting
downlights you must ensure that you have adequate free ventilation around the fitting and that
their use does not breech any fire regulations. The instructions with the down lights should give
the required information. This is the type of down lighter that we are going to be fitting. It is a
standard v Version. If you were using Low voltage lamps you would have to push the
transformer through the fitting holes. The size of the down lighter is 80mm across and it is
designed to be fitted into a 70mm hole and so I have drawn around the down lighter and then I
have drawn a smaller circle on the inside. This ceiling is to be plastered and so I am making all
the holes and routing the wires before the ceiling has been plastered. Here I am using a
plasterboard saw to cut out the required piece. I am only doing this to show that you don't need
any fancy tools to do this. Carefully cut out the holes in the ceiling, before doing this ensure
that you are not cutting anything above the ceiling. If you have lots of holes to cut, then it is
worth buying a cheap set of hole saws. Do not buy an expensive set for drilling plaster or it will
ruin them. Now we have the required hole cut out from the plasterboard. We now need to feed
the wires into these holes so that we can connect them to the downlights. Downlights are wired
in a radial circuit and so the feed wire goes to the first light in the circuit and then from the first
to the second and then from the second to the third etc. When you get to the last light on the
circuit the wire is terminated into the last light and so there will only be one wire at the last light
fitting, as opposed to two at all the others. Here we have two wires for the first light on the
circuit. These two wires need terminating into a suitable connector and then the down light
needs wiring into this also. You will notice that these wires are the old colours. This is the last
light on the circuit and as you can see there is only one wire. This will be terminated into a

suitable connector and the last lamp on the circuit will be connected to this. Some people call
these a Chocbox and other people call them connector covers. These are ideal for this type of
installation as they provide a good means of successfully connecting the cables. This is the last
light on the circuit and so there is only one circuit wire. All the other lights will have two circuit
wires, wired into the chocbox. The cables are held in place at each end by the cord grips and
then wired into the connector strip. The downlights that I am fitting do not require an earth and
so I have terminated the earth into a spare terminal. Do not cut the earth off as it may be needed
if you ever replace the lights. Install downlights. Building regulations are changing all the time
and modifying your home electrics could be against new rules and could invalidate your home
insurance, if in doubt check first! Downlights can really brighten up a dull room! Fasten the
chocbox closed with the screw provided and then push this up inside of the hole. Push in the
two lugs with your fingers. Insert the light into the hole. Push the down lighter all the way home.
Before working on any electrical circuit you must ensure that it is isolated correctly and cannot
accidentally be switched back on. The springs then lie flat on the top of the ceiling holding it in
place. I replaced the lamps with 20w cfl spiral lamps. Wiring diagram gu10 downlights. The
locations where the lights are to go need to be far enough away from joists or other
combustable material as per the manufacturers instructions state. If you find a price better
somewhere else call them or contact them and they may be able to beat it for you. My 4x4m
kitchen has 4x standard downlight fittings which originally had r63 reflector lamps. How to
connect downlights to a ceiling rose and switch video. Please visit our prime electrical forum
sponsor they have the best tools at the best prices. Led downlight installation guide wiring
arrangements and wiring safety. Once the wiring has been pulled through the hole the
downlight can be wired. How to fit wire and install led downighters. As you said my strongest
advice would be to get a sparks in. The light output is fantastic and very diffuse. Was just
wondering if it is ok to connect from a junction box to a gu10 fitting using 3 core flex inside a
floor ceiling void. To fit the downlight into the hole hold the two springs back against the sides
of the downlighter and push up into the hole. To watch my other electrical tutorials click on the
following links. Wiring downlights diagram tridonic magnetic ballast wiring diagram tridonic
magnetic ballast wiring diagram tridonic is a leading manufacturer of lighting ponents
luminaires are controlled and dimmed directly via the mains with. Have read that flexible cords
have to be visible along there entire length was not sure if this was true. A video showing
process of spotlight installation changing old transformer fitted spots into new led downlights.
Ive bought a set of three mains voltage downlighters and a 4 terminal junction box but i dont
know how to connect the the three cables from the downlighters to the supplying feed wich is
the end wire from the previous single light bulb arrangementthe junction box has four terminals
and i dont know how to wire the four cables together in it. Home About Contact. All Wiring
Diagram. Home Features Documentation. Before we get to the electrical side of it a couple of
other things. Ansell Lighting. Popular Posts. Recent Posts. Random Posts. Here you will find all
of the information you will need to help you decide on how many and what type of downlight is
best for you. So, you are considering installing recessed lighting and are unsure of what type to
get and the regulations surrounding them? Down lights are becoming increasingly popular and
for good reason, especially in kitchens and bathrooms. If chosen carefully and installed in the
correct numbers, down lights are capable of giving a gentle, even and shadow free light. It is
also possible to save a great deal of energy if you choose mains voltage down lights fitted with
high spot LED lamps. All of the down lights described below are available in every finish,
including white, chrome, satin chrome, polished brass, satin brass and satin nickel. A down
lighter is usually a pressed steel or cast aluminium lamp holder with a decorative fascia that is
held into the ceiling using either spring clips or compression clips. Spring clips are exactly that.
The springs have to be pushed to the vertical and the fitting inserted into the hole. As you push
the fitting in, the springs are forced downward onto the ceiling holding the downlighter in
position. Compression clips are slightly different. These are not sprung but have a lug on the
side that engages with the side of the opening forcing the retainer down onto the ceiling to hold
it in place. Fixed down lights are a decorative downlighter that has a fixed centre. The lamp is
usually fixed within the holder either by using a spring clip or by a twist lock mechanism. The
spring clip is compressed a little and placed over the front of the lamp where it then expands
and sits within a groove holding the lamp in position. The twist lock is normally used in higher
quality cast aluminium fittings where the front of the fitting has a removable section that twists
and locks into place holding the lamp in position. A gimbal downlight is constructed in the
same way as other down lights. It is secured in the ceiling the same and will normally have the
same type of lamp retainer. The main difference is that the centre of the fitting can be tilted
allowing adjustment of the spotlight beam. These can be an advantage if you want to direct the
light slightly towards a breakfast bar, kitchen worktop or something similar. An eyeball down

light is similar to a gimbal but can be adjusted through a greater range. It has a protruding
eyeball containing the lamp. This eyeball can be adjusted as desired. These are mounted in the
ceiling but they are very different in their application. Wall washer down lights have the lamp
contained within a hinged housing that can rotate to 90 deg. These are used to shine light onto
the walls as opposed to straight down. Modern mains voltage down lights generally use a GU10
halogen lamp in either 35w or 50w. These give a good quality light and can be dimmed using a
standard dimmer. So, if you have 6 x 50w GU10 lamps, then you would need a dimmer of at least
w. In reality it would be a w dimmer. They are available in 3w, 5w or 7w. These have a number of
advantages over the GU10 halogen light bulb. The first thing to mention is that low voltage does
not mean high efficiency or low energy. In fact, low voltage down lights consume more energy
for a given wattage than mains voltage. Low voltage down lights require a special type of
dimmer to work properly. You will need either a leading edge dimmer or a trailing edge dimmer
depending on the type of transformer you are using. Most transformers will state what type of
dimmer is required on the casing. If in doubt please consult a qualified electrician. Please take
great care when choosing down lights for a bathroom. Generally they will need to be suitably IP
rated to protect against the ingress of water. Full information on bathroom regulations can be
found on our bathroom light zones page. A fire rated downlight can stop the spread of a fire
between floors. Once a hole is cut into the ceiling, it loses its fire stopping capability allowing
the fire to spread between floors through the hole. A fire rated downlight has a special material
called an intumescent strip attached to it. In case of fire, the high temperatures cause a
chemical reaction in this strip causing it to expand and bridge the hole stopping the fire
spreading through it. For commercial applications, new builds and for properties that are rented
out, all downlights must be fire rated when installed in a ceiling with living accommodation
above. The minimum fire rating is generally 30 minutes but 60 minutes is desirable. In other
situations, it is entirely up to you but we would always recommend using fire rated down lights
when there is living accommodation above. If in doubt, contact your local council building
regulations office who will advise you. This is the most often asked question we get. There is no
hard and fast rule and each room may be different depending on its shape and the use to which
it is being put. As a general guide, for ambient lighting in a rectangular room, mains and low
voltage recessed down lights should be between 1. Before deciding where to place the
downlights it is important to ascertain where the ceiling joists run. Once this has been
established it will become clear where they should be placed. Keep the first down light between
0. Any closer and the light will run straight down the wall and show up every imperfection, even
on newly plastered walls. The first downlight still needs to be around 0. This increase in light
fittings offsets the reduction in light output from the LED lamps. Finally, this article is meant to
be a general guide to assist you in deciding on the type and position of your down lights. It is
not intended to cover every aspect of wiring or building regulations. If you require more detailed
information, please contact us , consult a qualified electrician or contact your local authority
building regulations office. Indoor Outdoor Brand. Back View All Chandeliers. Back View All
Wall Lights. Back View All Lamp Shades. Back View All Kitchen Lights. Back View All Bathroom
Lighting. Back View All Tiffany Lamps. Back View All Picture Lights. Back View All Period
Lighting. Back View All Recessed Lighting. Back View All Bulkhead Lights. Back View All
Security Lights. Back View All Deck Lighting. All rights reserved. Low voltage motion sensors
switch ln spir 1ch is an infrared low voltage detection sensor switch that use of infrared
detection to turn onoff low voltage led lighting vdc. As a person approaches the sensor within
16 feet 5 meter area the sensor acts as a switch to turn on the attached optional led lighting.
Low Voltage Light Switch Nanobolt Outdoor lighting can be used to illuminate paths steps and
dark zones plus it can add artfully dramatic emphasis to your yards best features. Low voltage
light switch wiring diagram. Wire the lvs wall switch to the control device according to the
instructions of the device and the appropriate wiring diagram below. Normal voltage v wiring.
Installing low voltage outdoor lighting is a big impact diy project. Consult national and local
electrical codes for conduit requirements. Normal building electrical wires typically 14 gauge for
15 amp circuits is used to carry electrical power into and then out of the low voltage relay and
on to the light electrical receptacle or other device that the switch and relay are intended to
control. The ws1e is perfect for controlling electronic low voltage ac lighting ballasts and. It is
also capable of transmitting and receiving digital upb commands over the existing powerlines.
Low voltage switching relays switches wiring specifications sources repairs or replacements
low voltage wiring sizes lengths overcurrent protection. And since its low voltage its safe to use
and install even for beginners. Are low voltage systems still safe to use. Low voltage building
wiring lighting systems guide to inspection repair and replacement of low voltage ge remcon or
other low voltage building electrical wiring switches what are the components of low voltage
lighting systems. Please see t
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2000 ford ranger manual download

he information at low voltage wiring system compatibility to learn about the switch
compatibility for your s s or s house. Use the drop down menu here to search for any product
wiring diagram made by lutron. Find new replacement wall plates relays wiring guides for your
older home. In stock at kyle switch plates your low volt experts. Ge low voltage wiring guide.
Low voltage wiring must be isolated from line voltage wiring. Low voltage systems offer safe
dependable control of lights motors and industrial equipment. The ws1e elv wall switch dimmer
is a high quality home automation switch dimmer used control electronic low voltage ac lighting
ballasts or transformers. Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram.
Skip to content. Outdoor lighting can be used to illuminate paths steps and dark zones plus it
can add artfully dramatic emphasis to your yards best features. Low Voltage Led 0 10v Dimming
Usai. Basic Rundown Of Dali Wiring. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp.

